MOSSBACK: a full-line manufacturer of artificial habitat for fishing and fisheries management.
MOSSBACK FISH HABITAT enables you to create ideal fishing conditions in any pond or lake! Our products are designed to resemble woody natural habitat to create a sanctuary for bait fish, like bluegill, bream and sunfish, as well as ambush structure for large sport fish, like bass and crappie. Features such as the use of natural colors, textured surfaces throughout, flexible and snag-resistant limbs, ease of assembly, and versatility of deployment make Mossback Fish Habitat products a realistic, long-lasting, and logical choice. Lose fewer baits and catch more fish in habitat that will last a lifetime!

Root Wad
Ideal for providing shallow water habitat, the Root Wad creates shoreline sanctuary for fry and bait fish while providing ambush structure for cruising sport fish. (Concrete block with block adapter is recommended for secure placement. Block adapter sold separately. Concrete block not included.)

- One 20” scuffed PVC trunk
- Nine 46” flexible and textured limbs

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Safe Haven
Double the size of the Root Wad, the Safe Haven is designed for slightly deeper applications. Increase survival rates in your lake or pond by providing both shallow and deep water sanctuary for your fry and bait fish. The condensed-limb pattern creates safe zones for smaller fish, shade, and ambush cover for sport fish. (Concrete block with block adapter is recommended for secure placement. Block adapter sold separately. Concrete block not included.)

- One 40” scuffed PVC trunk
- Eighteen 46” flexible and textured limbs

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Trophy Tree
The open spacing of the Trophy Tree provides plenty of interstitial space for sport fish to capitalize on their opportunistic nature and ambush prey. The Trophy Tree is most effective when placed near a Root Wad or Safe Haven as it is the perfect combination of attraction and protection. (Concrete block with block adapter is recommended for secure placement. Block adapter sold separately. Concrete block not included.)

- One 40” scuffed PVC trunk
- Nine 46” flexible and textured limbs

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending
Safe Haven XL

At 60” tall, the Safe Haven XL provides excellent vertical sanctuary structure for deeper applications. (Concrete block with block adapter is recommended for secure placement. Block adapter sold separately. Concrete block not included).

- One 60” scuffed PVC trunk
- Twenty-eight 60” flexible and textured limbs

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Trophy Tree XL

The height and open limb spacing of the Trophy Tree XL provides excellent ambush structure for deeper applications. Lay horizontally to duplicate a lay down log or use with the Block Adapter to mimic standing timber. (Concrete block with block adapter is recommended for secure placement. Block adapter sold separately. Concrete block not included).

- One 60” scuffed PVC trunk
- Twelve 60” flexible and textured limbs

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Safe Haven, Trophy Tree, Safe Haven XL, and Trophy Tree XL products can be laid on their side to create a lay down log position (leave at least 4” of limb through one side of trunk). Use a Cable Kit and Block Adapter (sold separately) to secure in rough/heavy current water conditions.
Mega Root Wad Kit
Create the ultimate shallow water sanctuary for fry and forage with the Mega Root Wad Kit. The nine Root Wads work together to make a large and incredibly dense piece of habitat.
- One nine-post base
- Nine 20" scuffed PVC trunks
- Ninety-six 46" flexible and textured limbs
- One nine-hole shade top
Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Safe Haven XL Kit
Double the size of the Root Wad, the Safe Haven is designed for slightly deeper applications. Increase survival rates in your lake or pond by providing both shallow and deep water sanctuary for your fry and bait fish. The condensed-limb pattern creates safe zones for smaller fish, shade, and ambush cover for sport fish.
- One three-post base
- Three 60" scuffed PVC trunks
- Eighty-four 60" flexible and textured limbs
- One three-hole shade top
Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Trophy Tree XL Kit
Standing at 60" tall, the Trophy Tree XL Kit is designed to provide ambush cover for deeper water applications. Provide more vertical habitat for your sport fish to relate to throughout the year regardless of water conditions or temperature.
- One three-post base
- Three 40" scuffed PVC trunks
- Twenty-seven 46" flexible and textured limbs
- One three-hole shade top
Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Root Wad Kit
Increase the surface area of your shallow water sanctuary by clustering three individual Root Wad units together. Each Root Wad is secured to a base and is topped with a cover to create much needed shallow water shade for your pond or lake.
- One three-post base
- Three 20" scuffed PVC trunks
- Twenty-seven 46" flexible and textured limbs
- One three-hole shade top
Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Safe Haven Kit
Cluster three Safe Haven units together to provide maximum sanctuary and shade for your fry and bait fish. Place a Safe Haven Kit near a Root Wad Kit to create the ultimate safe zone from shoreline to deeper water.
- One three-post base
- Three 40" scuffed PVC trunks
- Fifty-four 46" flexible and textured limbs
- One three-hole shade top
Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Trophy Tree Kit
The Trophy Tree Kit provides sport fish with the ultimate in open-space ambush cover. This cluster of three Trophy Tree units span over four vertical and eight horizontal feet.
- One three-post base
- Three 40" scuffed PVC trunks
- Twenty-seven 46" flexible and textured limbs
- One three-hole shade top
Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Safe Haven Kit
Cluster three Safe Haven units together to provide maximum sanctuary and shade for your fry and bait fish. Place a Safe Haven Kit near a Root Wad Kit to create the ultimate safe zone from shoreline to deeper water.
- One three-post base
- Three 40" scuffed PVC trunks
- Fifty-four 46" flexible and textured limbs
- One three-hole shade top
Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending
Dock Pro Kit

Use the included Cable/Hardware Kits to suspend two Trophy Trees and a Safe Haven from your dock or pier to create your personal hot spot. The Safe Haven will attract and hold bait while sport fish utilize the Trophy Trees for ambush structure.

- Three cable/hardware kits
- Three 40” scuffed PVC trunks
- Thirty-six 46” flexible and textured limbs

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Dock Pro XL Kit

For deeper water dock and pier applications, the Dock Pro XL Kit provides additional vertical structure. Like the Dock Pro Kit, the Safe Haven XL will attract and hold bait while sport fish utilize the Trophy Tree XLs for ambush structure.

- Three cable/hardware kits
- Three 60” scuffed PVC trunks
- Fifty-two 60” flexible and textured limbs

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Reef Kit

The combination of four Trophy Trees and a Safe Haven creates the largest single piece of habitat available. This product measures over 8’ in diameter and consists of both open and dense spaced limb habitats to provide multiple species of fish both feeding and sanctuary cover.

- One nine-post base
- Five 40” scuffed PVC trunks
- Fifty-four 46” flexible and textured limbs
- One nine-hole shade top

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Mega Reef Kit

When the ultimate in deep water habitat is needed, the Mega Reef Kit measures in at 60" tall and over 10' in diameter. Provide both vertical sanctuary and feeding cover that has all of the aspects of a mini fish city in one product.

- One nine-post base
- Five 60” scuffed PVC trunks
- Forty-eight 60” flexible and textured limbs
- Twenty-eight 46” flexible and textured limbs
- One nine-hole shade top

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending

Spawning Bed

When ideal spawning substrate isn’t available, the Spawning Bed may be used to provide the perfect solution. Fill with small gravel and arrange the limbs to provide cover for fish to protect fry. (Gravel not included).

- One single-post spawning bed
- Nine 46” flexible and textured limbs

Protected by U.S. Patents D745,747; D625,471; and other patents pending
**MOSSBACK ACCESSORIES**

---

**Block Adapter**

The Block Adapter helps individual products remain vertical after deployment. (Concrete block not included. Compatible with single or double concrete blocks).

- One block adapter base
- One block adapter flat top

---

**Cable Kit**

Hang any individual product from your dock/pier, or secure your single product in a lay down log position in rough/heavy current water conditions.

- One 5' nylon coated stainless steel cable with swagged loops on each end
- One hex bolt and nut
- Two stainless steel quick links
- One 18" section of impact chain for dock installation

---

**Coupler**

Stack or extent multiple Mossback products to fit your needs with the use of the Mossback Coupler.

- One 6" coupler

---

**Full Product Line**

- Root Wad
- Safe Haven
- Trophy Tree
- Safe Haven XL
- Trophy Tree XL
- Mega Root Wad Kit
- Safe Haven Kit
- Trophy Tree Kit
- Mega Reef Kit
- Dock Pro Kit
- Mega Reef Kit
- Dock Pro XL Kit
- Spawning Bed
- Reef Kit
- Dock Pro XL Kit

---

**Mossback Accessories**

- Full Product Line
- Trophy Tree XL
- Root Wad Kit
- Safe Haven Kit
- Trophy Tree Kit
- Mega Root Wad Kit
- Safe Haven XL Kit
- Trophy Tree XL Kit
- Reef Kit
- Mega Reef Kit
- Dock Pro Kit
- Spawning Bed
- Dock Pro XL Kit
We take time to add texture to the entire surface of our product. The scuffed pipe surfaces and textured limbs are ideal for promoting and maintaining algae growth.

We use natural colors to blend with surroundings and mimic natural habitat.

Our one of a kind, V-shaped limbs offer two unique features:

- The V-shape promotes the collection of sediment additionally increasing algae growth on the product. Our product then becomes both a habitat and a food source for the fish.
- The V-shape limb shape, along with its flexibility, significantly reduces angler snagging when compared to natural habitat.

Our products offer less labor intensive assembly than other artificial habitat and uniform construction insures consistency.

Spend less time replacing natural habitat that decomposes over time and more time fishing! Unlike natural habitat, our product is going to always be there and not leave you guessing what condition your habitat is in.